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The natural resources of the island of South Georgia were heavily exploited after reports following Cook’s visit
there in the late 18th century. Initially, seals were the primary target of British and American hunters. The
international markets of fur and oil instigated the stripping of pelts from fur seals and the rendering of elephant
seal blubber, both at a mass scale. Within the first half of the 19 th century, the fur seal population was close to
extinction and the elephant seal population had greatly suffered. Near absent of mammal life, the beaches were
overtaken by a covering of thick tussock grass that sealed and preserved the traces of the first human visitors
and their bloody enterprise. Thirty years of successful wildlife management has restored these populations and
the beaches are once again vibrant breeding grounds. As a result, the beach tussock is fast eroding and the
underlying archaeology becoming exposed and destroyed. The project, comprising 22 days in the field with 18
landing sites, encountered 10 sites with sealing activity and conducted their first archaeological investigation to
determine their character and degree of preservation.
Stone-built structures were identified at Bird Island, Elsehul, Prince Olav Harbour and Start Point, with walls
surviving to 60cm height. Within one structure at Elsehul were three large iron trypots (used to boil blubber)
encased within a stone and brick hearth; excavation revealed two chambers and an iron framework suggesting
that the pots were suspended above the fires. Materials used as fuel may be revealed by analysis of soil sampled
from the chambers.
Solid stone structures do not feature in sealers’ historical accounts. Timber structures are also rarely mentioned,
but remains of a number of these were also found, each of a different character. The solid timbers were probably
sourced from shallops or beached wrecks, and have cut facets and notches from their previous use. Artefacts
recovered from these structures were found fallen between cracks in timber flooring or in overlying deposits.
These included fragments of 19th century clay tobacco pipes, one still displaying its maker’s initials (S & T). At
Cooper Bay, a timber floor was encased on three sides by a natural cove shelter. Excavation showed how a
collapsed timber roof had covered remains of a tussock and stone wall entrance to the cove, against which
lapped layers of wave-swept shingle. Analysis of timber samples may provide felling dates and geographic
provenance.
Several previously unknown sites were identified, including a brick-lined hearth with surrounding wooden
stakes at Wilson’s Harbour, near to where two trypots had been previously recorded. Stone-lined hearths were
recorded and sampled at four other sites, with one new finding (including remains of a stone wall) at a rock-face
shelter at Carlita Bay. Hearths were revealed during investigations at two cave sites, along with successive
layers of buried occupation ‘horizons’, artefacts from the earliest dating to the 19 th century.
The success of the archaeological fieldwork, along with ongoing specialist and laboratory work, provides new
insight to the island’s earliest human inhabitants.
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